PRODUCT CATALOGUE

You design
- we make it happen
TK-Team is your expert in acoustic products, writing and notice boards and interactive touch screens.
Our high-quality products create a comfortable acoustic environment and they can be used to improve
visual presentations.
We will incorporate your plan starting with the design and manufacturing of the products, ranging all
the way from selection of the product to the installation. We want to understand the possibilities and
requirements of your space. With our years of experience, we understand the needs of our customers
and our expertise ensures the high quality of our products.

If you are unable to find a solution for your specific need,
you can design it yourself - and we will implement it.
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WRITING BOARDS I Ceramic steel e3
The enamel steel writing board is suitable for rooms where durability, usability and hygiene are
important. The surface of the writing board can be dry-wiped, is easy to clean and withstands disinfectants. The enamel steel e3-surface we use is hard as granite and we issue it a lifetime warranty.
There are several different size, colour and trimming options available for the white boards.
In addition, we manufacture tailored sizes according to the exact dimensions you need.
We specialise in larger writing surfaces, up to full-wall solutions. We can also manufacture white
boards with unconventional dimensions using laser cutting.
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Whiteboards

Chalkboards

High-quality e3 ceramic steel whiteboards
for professional use

Durable classic e3 ceramic steel
chalkboards for schools

Colour options for whiteboard
surfaces

Colour options for chalkboard
surfaces

Trimming options
Choose a trimming to match your decor.

ULTRA
Stylish writing surfaces

SKY
The floating illusion

WOOD
A timeless choice

Due to lightweight concealed mounting
and precision-cut angle trimming,
the Ultra writing board is a reliable
choice for the style-conscious designer.
Any of the RAL colour chart colours
can be specified as the trim colour.
A popular solution for business use.

The backward slanted edge makes
the whiteboard seem to float on the wall
surface, creating a lightweight airy
appearance. Due to its hidden mounting,
the board merges with the wall.
Modern style for business sites with
high-standard requirements.

Natural wood invokes positive associations.
Different types of wood trims can be used to
create the decorative look required for the
space. In addition to solid wood, the surface
can also be made of beechwood or birch
veneer.

PRO
The professional choice
The choice of schools and universities,
when the space requires large writing
surfaces that can be connected.
The trim of the whiteboard is the
Pro aluminium trim which is framed
by angled corner pieces. Pro writing
board is available with full length
penshelf or short penshelf.
PRO Writing Board
with a short penshelf, length 300 mm.

PRO Writing Board
with full length penshelf at full-board length

tk-team.com
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RADIA Whiteboard

Hush Acoustic
Whiteboard
A soft look
for
your décor
Winget Board
Stylish rounded
edges soften the Cabinet
Whiteboard
Conference
look of the Radia whiteboard. This
Slidingboard
Door
Boards
is a decorative
piece that can
also be used for writing.

HUSH ACOUSTIC
WHITEBOARD
Practical acoustic control
The beautiful Hush Acoustic Whiteboard
delivers in two ways: it serves as sound
insulation by c out background noise while it
also functions as a writing
surface. Select the trimming to match
the colours in the room.

WINGET BOARDS
More practical work space
Does your board need more writing space?
The two-sided wing board is attached to
the edge of the wall board using hinges.
Winget boards are available whiteboard
or chalkboard surfaces.

WHITEBOARD
CONFERENCE CABINET
Protected from view
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SLIDING DOOR BOARDS
Writing surfaces as doors for the cabinet

The sliding door boards are always sized based on the cabinets.
The cabinet can be furnished by combining
Several different colours can be specified for the panels, allowing the wall to serve
different types of enamel steel writing surfaces, as part of the décor of the room. The sliding door board can also be made with a
flipcharts and projection screens. The frame of projection surface, rendering a separate projection screen unnecessary.
the writing cabinet can be made of solid wood,
beech, birch, cherry or oak veneer. Also available
in melamine.

TK-TEAM PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Column Board Writing Surface
WriteWall Writing Surface
Full Width Writing Boards

COLUMN BOARD
WRITING SURFACE
Maximum writing surface
The Column board is a long-time favourite
of English universities. The boards can
be effortlessly moved vertically between
one another. The counter-weights and
high-quality bearing systems allow the
boards to glide effortlessly and silently.

WRITEWALL Writing surface

FULL WIDTH Writing boards

The whole wall for your ideas

A writing surface for the full width of the wall

WriteWall is always tailored based on the dimensions of the wall
on-site. It is made out of e3 CeramicSteel panels. The panels are
attached to one another creating a nearly seamless working area.
The stylish, thin, colour-matched WriteWall trimming finishes the
beautiful writing wall solution.

The writing boards are cut according to the dimensions
required by the floor plan. The end result is a practically
seamless solution and is an excellent choice for example
for large auditoriums.

tk-team.com
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WRITING BOARDS I Glass
Glass writing boards create a special atmosphere with their high quality, style, design and colours.
The boards can be installed side by side and using the wide range of different colours, distinct look
for the entire wall can be created. You can write and draw on the glass board surface using regular
whiteboard pencils and erasers.
Both glass board thicknesses can be manufactured as round or other special shapes according to the
dimensions you require, up to 3,500 x 2,200 mm in size.
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Glass writing boards
Our glass boards are always tempered, CE-marked European safety
glass and their corners have been rounded to improve safety.
The BS 6262-4 marking and ability to lock the mounting into place
ensure the product can be used safely in public settings.
The colour is added to our products by enamelling it to the surface
of the glass, which ensures the colour adheres to the surface and
that the glass board can be securely mounted to the wall.
The glass surface has a lifetime warranty.
You are able to select a suitable colour from our range of
23 standard colours. Additional colour options are available
using the entire RAL colour map.

Glass writing boards are available in two thicknesses.

4 mm
glass writing boards

6 mm
glass writing boards

The 4 mm glass writing boards
can hold magnets, which allows
you to also use them as notice
boards. The strong Neo magnets
are specifically designed to be
used with the product.

The 6 mm glass writing boards
can be made especially large
and they are used especially
with large implementations,
such as solutions that cover
the entire wall.

Both glass board thicknesses can be manufactured as round or other special shapes according to the
dimensions you require. In addition to the wall mounted glass boards, our range also includes mobile
alternatives.

tk-team.com
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GLASS WRITING BOARDS
Modern alternative for
business environments
The colour is enamelled to the glass surface,
which ensures a fresh and durable colour
tone. The glass writing boards can be
installed next to one another using the wide
range of different colours, which creates a
distinct look for the entire wall.

Available also distinct glass accessory
boxes for markers and erasers.

GLASS WRITING BOARD, 4 mm
Multi-use glass surface
The surface of the 4 mm glass writing board is magnetic, so notes can be added among the text.

GLASS WRITING BOARD,
6 mm
A stylish alternative to
a traditional whiteboard
The 6 mm glass boards can be made
in large sizes and they are used especially
with large implementations, such as
solutions that cover the entire wall.
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Column Glass Boards
Round Glass Writing Board
Radia Glass Writing Board

COLUMN GLASS BOARDS
Maximum writing surfaces
The Column boards with glass is a unique
entity which offers a lot of writing surface
during lectures, for example. The boards
can be effortlessly moved vertically
between one another. The counter-weights
and high-quality bearing systems allow the
boards to glide effortlessly and silently.
Hundreds of RAL Classic colour map
colours are available to choose from.

ROUND GLASS writing boards
4 mm and 6 mm
Multi-use eye-catcher

RADIA GLASS writing boards
4 mm and 6 mm
A soft look for your décor

The stylish rounded edges soften the look of the Radia glass writing board.
This board is a decorative piece that can also be used for writing and attaching
notes using strong Neo magnets.

tk-team.com
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NOTICE BOARDS
The materials of the notice board affect the décor of the room with their softness, lightweight
appearance, colours and natural tones. Fabric, cork, Bulletin Board or linen can be used as the surface
material. Our fabric and linen boards belong to the M1 indoor air class.
We also offer notice boards in special sizes according to your specifications and with the desired
fabric option.
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Fabric Boards
Linen Boards
Cork Boards
Bulletin Boards
Notice Board Cabinet

Fabric Board

Linen Board

Cork Board

The standard fabric is the high-quality,
100 % Max Cotton fabric, available in 25
different colours. Also available in special
sizes according to your specifications and
with the desired fabric option.

Light-toned linen is suitable for many types
of environments. A beautiful linen board
creates a sense of softness. The popular
linen board holds M1 indoor air rating.

Traditional cork boards with
natural cork surface.

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, ULTRA, SKY, WOOD

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, ULTRA, WOOD

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, SKY, WOOD

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, ULTRA, SKY, WOOD,
L-EDGE TRIMMING, MDF-EDGE TRIMMING

Bulletin Board

Notice Board Cabinet

Natural, renewable and sustainable cork linoleum. Cork linoleum boards are made of
natural materials and have durable surfaces for posting. You can specify the colour from
Forbo’s range of 15 colours. Made from renewable raw materials. A mixture of oxidized
linseed oil, resin, cork and pigments gives it flexibility and elasticity. The product has
anti-bacterial properties and does not collect dust, making it easy to keep clean.

A popular solution for public places, where
the notices are locked up and protected.
Linen, cork linoleum or a magnetic writing
surface can be specified as the surface of
the notice board. The available options for
the frame include aluminium and birch.
The birch frame can also be stained to
create the desired finish.

Trimming options
Choose a trimming to match your decor.

PRO
Aluminium trim with angled
corner pieces. The trimming can
be cut to exact mitre angles and
painted with desired RAL Classic
colour chart colours.

ULTRA
Airy concealed mounting with
precision-cut angle trimming
with desired RAL Classic
colour chart colours.

SKY
Slanted edge creats a light, airy
appearance. Due to its hidden
mounting, the board merges
with the wall.

WOOD
Natural wood invokes positive
associations. Different types
of wood allow you to create the
decorative look required for the
space.

tk-team.com
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FABRIC BOARDS

SKY Fabric Board

ULTRA Fabric Board

PRO Fabric Board

WOOD Fabric Board

LINEN BOARDS

PRO Linen Board

ULTRA Linen Board
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WOOD Linen Board

CORK BOARDS

PRO Cork Board

SKY Cork Board

WOOD PRO Cork Board

BULLETIN BOARD

WOOD Bulletin Board

PRO Bulletin Board

ULTRA Bulletin Board

SKY Bulletin Board

L Bulletin Board

MDF Bulletin Board

tk-team.com
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COMBIBOARDS
By combining different fabric surfaces and the very hard e3 ceramic steel, you can create
a suitable notice and presentation board combination for your specific requirements.
The soft acoustic properties of the fabric board combined with the strength of steel
enamel create a suitable contrast and ensure convenience during use.
The Combiboard’s fabric is carefully installed behind the backboard. The board does not have a frame.
You can specify the suitable solution for your space from our different fabric and colour options. In
addition to the standard steel enamel surface sizes, we can manufacture the boards according to the
specific dimensions you need.
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SKY Combi Board
Multi-functionality
and modern style
A combination of fabric and white boards
that give the board room for both notes
and writing.
The finished edge of the Sky board
accentuates a modern, lightweight look.
The standard fabric is the high-quality,
100 % Max Cotton fabric and it is available
in 25 different colours.
Due to its hidden mounting and slanted
edge, the board merges with the wall.
Modern style especially for business
environments.

tk-team.com
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TOUCH SCREENS
Using a touch screen during presentation allows the audience to be included in a completely new way.
All of the actions of the speaker can be carried out without losing the connection with the
audience. The LED multi-touch screen is able to register up to 20 simultaneous touch points.
The opportunities created by the ease of use, 4K image quality and the built-in Android operating
system coupled with wireless control are features that belong in a modern meeting or training room.
All of the notes made on the screen can be saved and shared. The stylish and safe design and
non-reflective 4 mm safety glass make the TK-Team Touch Screen a reliable and striking decorative
piece for your premises. The PC software delivered with the touch screens is in Finnish and in English.
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Touch Screen
accessories

MT21i5S Computer Module
A computer module is available for the
TK-Team Touch Screens. It is easy to install
to the touch screen also at a later time and
it has diverse connection capabilities.

Touch screens
Modern solution for training rooms

Raise your presentations to a completely new level with
interactive LED multi-touch screens.
Precise and reliable 20-point multi-touch, non-reflective and durable 4 mm safety glass.
The built-in Android operating system allows diverse compatibilities with different
control devices and data processing methods.

WIRELESS SM04
TOUCH AND SCREEN TRANSFER SYSTEM
Quick and easy method to connect
a computer directly to the touch screen.
Share content from your computer with
ease and focus on the presentation without
having to worry about the system working
properly. No more need to search for cables
and adjusting the screen resolution.
The delivery includes one USB transmitter
(USB 2.0) and one USB receiver.

Software
Included with touch screens

Screen Stands
NOTE3
Write on the screen and take notes.
Editing images and videos is easy, the program supports multi-touch, so chancing the
size of images and the video is effortless.
CAPTURE
Conveniently save the actions occurring
on the screen for later use for example
as training materials. Utilise an external
camera and save videos. Video editing
capabilities included.

ST01 Stand

Electric stands

Suitable for touch screens of the following
sizes: 55”, 65”, 70”, 75” and 86”. The stand
is black and it has four wheels that can be
locked and a shelf for supplies. The touch
screen can be mounted at four different
heights on the stand.
Dimensions: W 1295 x H 1620 x D 645 mm
Shelf dimensions: W 800 x D 400 mm

TK-Team stands as well as various
Conen stand models available.
See more on our website.

CONNECT
Mirror your Android and iOS device with the
TK-Team Touch Screens effortlessly using
the wireless network. Share the images,
videos or e.g. PowerPoint materials from
your mobile Android or iOS device for everyone to see on the TK-Team Touch Screens.
Connecting is easy and quick using
the QR code on the screen.

tk-team.com
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PROJECTION SURFACES AND SCREENS
We offer a wide range of projection electric and manual projection screens for different purposes.
Our standard projection screens are of excellent quality for the price and they are suitable for most
needs. If you would like the flagship of projection screens, however, your choice is the Da-Lite.
Instead of projection screens, you can also use fixed projection surfaces. WetWipe is a completely
matt projection surface, which can be used like a screen and also occasionally as a writing surface
when needed. WriteScreen, in turn, is the real all-rounder of projection surfaces. You can use the
board as a writing surface without losing the projection characteristics of a projection screen.
The WriteScreen is designed for use with short-throw projectors.
All of your projection surfaces can be tailored to the exact dimensions you require.
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Fixed projection surfaces - one product, two ways to use
WriteScreen
WetWipe
MaxiScreen
DA-LITE Projection Screens
Manual Projection Screens
Electric Projection Screens
Tripod Screens

WriteScreen

WetWipe

MaxiScreen

WriteScreen projection and writing surface
is a space-saving choice. The high-quality
ceramic low-gloss white e3 CeramicSteel
surface can be cleaned with a dry-wipe to
erase the writing from standard board
marker pens. RAL Classic colour chart
colours are available for the trimming.
The writing surface has a lifetime warranty.
Our range includes several different sizes
and aspect ratios.

WetWipe is a projection screen that can be
occasionally used as a writing surface.
Matt white high-quality ceramic e3 surface
is recommended to be cleaned during the
same day with a wet wiper when written
on with standard board marker pens.
The writing surface has a lifetime warranty.
Our range includes several different sizes
and aspect ratios.

Unique projection and writing surface,
designed to be used with an interactive
projector equipped with a separate laser
module. The MaxiScreen projection surface
provides maximum projection area for an
interactive projector. Compatible projection
surface for Epson projectors.

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, PRO BLACK, ULTRA, SKY

TRIMMING OPTIONS
PRO, PRO BLACK, ULTRA, SKY

The high-quality ceramic semi-gloss white
e3 surface with PRO trimming. Can be
cleaned with a dry-wipe to erase the writing
from standard board marker pens.
The writing surface has a lifetime warranty.

Projection Screens
DA-LITE Projection Screens
The legendary Da-Lite projection screen range includes solutions
for any need, even for the most demanding customer projects.
Both electric and manual projection screens are available.

Manual
Projection Screens

Electric
Projection Screens

Versatile installation options for all
applications. Can be installed directly on
a wall, ceiling or console. Viewing angle 60’
and reflection coefficient 1.0.

High-quality matt white three-layer screen
with a silent electric motor. The viewing
angle 60’, the reflection coefficient 1.0.
A wireless remote available as an accessory.

Tripod Screens
Compact projection screen for any space
with easy-to-use mechanism.
Telescopic rod. Square 1:1.

tk-team.com
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PRO Black WetWipe
Finished using black Pro aluminium
trimming with angled corner pieces.
The trimming can be cut to exact mitre
angles and be painted with the desired
RAL Classic colour chart colours.
Suitable for both ceiling and wall-mounted
projectors. Our range includes several
different sizes and aspect ratios.

PRO WriteScreen
One product, two ways to use
Finished using black Pro aluminium trimming with
angled corner pieces. The trimming can be cut to exact
mitre angles and be painted with the desired RAL
Classic colour chart colours. WriteScreen is mounted
through the holes in the trim with a screw on the wall
to ensure a firm and durable attachment to the board.
Pro WriteScreen is suited for use with both ceiling and
wall-mounted projectors
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Ultra
WetWipe
Due to airy concealed
mounting with precision-cut
angle trimming, Ultra WetWipe
projection surface is a popular
choice for business use.

White Screens
We offer a wide range of electric
and manual projection screens
for all applications:
Standard high-quality matt
white three-layer screen
projection screens
and the out-standing Da-Lite
projection screen range.

Combine projection surfaces with writing boards and
select compatible edge trimmings for a stylish and a versatile
combination to cover the entire wall.

tk-team.com
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The picture of the swan by Hannu Mänty

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS
Hush acoustic panels are used to remove echoes from rooms and improve speech audibility.
We use the best A-rated sound absorption material on the market in our products. Our acoustic panels
provide colour and style to your room, our range includes several fabric, colour and shape options.
We can tailor a suitable acoustic panel solution just for you and even print the picture you want on it.
The flexibility with the colours and surface materials allows the product to serve as an impressive
decorative element. The Hush acoustic panels are an effective sound absorption solution for rooms
of all sizes, from small offices to large public facilities.
The HushPod filters out the outside background noise and removes the echoes from the room.
A sound-filtered space helps people focus and serves as a sound shelter. The HushPod is easy
to use; it is enough to just step in.
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Hush Acoustic Panels
Hush Sky Acoustic Panels
Hush Ecophon Acoustic Panels
HushPod
PhonePod

Hush & Hush Sky Acoustic Panels
Hush Acoustic Panels are covered with Max Cotton 100 % fabric
with 25 colour options. You can also specify your own preferred
fabric or print the picture you want on the panels. The frame of
the panels is a 50 mm deep wood frame. The sound deadening
material is a 50 mm wool sheet with M1 rating. In addition to the
several standard sizes, you can order the product in a special
size and shape, for example round.

HushPod
The HushPod Meeting Space
is a work area with one open wall.
HushPod filters out the external
background noise and dampens
the sounds from being heard outside.

Hush Ecophon
Acoustic Panels
The panels are constructed using Ecophon
acoustic panels and TK-Team’s unique trim
solution. The panels are made of 40 mm
M1-rated sound insulation material, on top
of which you can choose a suitable colour
fabric from the 16 available colour options.
The trimming of the acoustic panels can
also be painted in the colour you prefer.
The acoustic panels can also have printed
pictures as desired. The prints can be made
of pictures supplied by the customer or
using a picture archive.
The panels have been issued the Nordic
Swan Ecolabel and they are fully recyclable.
The wall panels are always tailored to suit
each site and by combining panels,
large-scale solutions are also possible.

HushPod is available
for four and six persons.

PhonePod
The Hush PhonePod is a work area with one open wall.
The area is effectively insulated from the sounds of the environment.
The phone booth is sized to suit one person and can be installed in all
spaces. Acoustic panels installed on the side walls and ceiling of the
TK-Team PhonePod effectively filter out the background noise.

tk-team.com
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Hush Ecophon Acoustic Panels
Decor with sound absorption

Hush SKY
Acoustic Panel
The floating illusion
The fabric folded over the slanted inward
edge and the hidden mounting fittings
make the panel merge with the wall.

Hush Acoustic Panels
Liven up your wall surfaces with acoustic panels
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Easy to use
Suitable temperature
Good air quality

HushPod 6
A sound-deadening
meeting room for six
The area is effectively insulated from
the sounds of the environment.
Excellent for meetings and work that
requires the ability to concentrate.

PhonePod
A sound-deadening
phone booth
The panels effectively
filter out the background noise
and prevent the conversation
from being heard
outside the PhonePod.

tk-team.com
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MOBILE BOARDS AND WALLS
Mobile boards and wall panels are designed for spaces where wall-mounting is not possible or
wall-mounted boards are not sufficient. High-quality and easy-to-use elements help with your daily
routines and the comprehensive colour range offers a lot of options for your interior.
The focus with our products is primarily on functionality and reliability, while also considering
a stylish appearance.
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Mobile Glass Boards
Mobile Radia Glass Boards
Mobile Glass Panels
WorkWall
Flip-charts
Team Work Easel

Mobile & Mobile Radia Mobile 4 mm & 6 mm
Glass Writing Boards Glass Writing Panels
The stylish and durable Mobile Glass
Writingboard with a sturdy steel stand
replaces the traditional marker board.
The colour is enamelled to the glass
surface, which ensures a fresh and
durable colour tone. Notes can be attached
to the magnetic surface. You can also use
the Mobile Glass Board with hooks as a
flipchart.

A stylish decorative piece and a diverse
writing platform for any room. The colour is
enamellled to both sides of the panel, which
creates a fresh and durable finish with a
lot of top-quality writing area. The stand is
available in black, white or gray and has four
wheels, two of which can be locked. You can
also use the Mobile Glass writingboard panel
with hooks as a flipchart. The 4 mm Mobile
Glass Writingboard is magnetic.

WorkWall
Adaptable panel with fresh look
A presentation surface with convenient
mobility. The surfaces can be made of
different types of materials; durable steel,
colourful glass, 100 % Max Cotton fabric
or Ecophone. The panel can serve as a
projection surface, writing surface or notice
board. By using different colour frames,
you can create a bold look to your space
according to your needs.
The stand is
available in two
designs and
several colour
options.

Team Work Easel
The modern and practical solution for a
creative operating environment, a mobile,
double-sided steel enamel writing surface.
The writing surfaces are magnetic.
An adjustable flip-chart holder is mounted on
the other surface. The high-quality wheels
and collapsible stand allow the panel to be
effortlessly transported and stored.

Flip-charts
A durable flip-chart with a sturdy steel stand when working with limited wall space.
The surface can be made of durable and magnetic white e3 steel enamel or glass.
The board has aluminium trimming and a pencil shelf for the full width of the board.

tk-team.com
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The mobile boards and wall panels adjust to your decor.
You can choose the functionality based on your needs including
writing or projection surfaces, notice boards or acoustic control.

Presentation Wall

Presentation Wall
A versatile presentation wall for
when wall space is not available
In addition to its presentation capabilities,
the Mobile Presentation Wall can be used
as a noticeboard and as a space divider.
Storing the panels requires very little space
and the mounting clips allow the walls to
be attached to one another. The available
surface options are 100 % Max Cotton
surface or a white e3 steel enamel marker
and magnetic surface with flip-chart holder.
Aluminium trim and grey stand with four
lockable wheels.
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PRO Mobile Writing Board
Hush Acoustic Mobile Panel

PRO Mobile Writing Board
The mobile writing surface when
working with limited wall space
A mobile magnetic writing surface when
you need more space for notes and there is
limited wall space. You can specify between
marker or chalk surfaces, reflection surface
and between single or double-sided boards.
Anodised or black trim give the Pro Mobile
Writingboard a stylish look. This tool for
professionals stands firmly on its steel legs.

Hush Acoustic
Mobile Panel
Eliminates background noise
The Hush Acoustic Mobile panel serves as
both a space divider and a noise-reduction
panel. The mobile panel is constructed
using Ecophon acoustic panels and
TK-Team’s unique trim solution. The trims
can be painted in the colour you choose.
Ecophon acoustic panels are 40 mm thick
acoustic panels. You can select the desired
colour from the Texona fabrics. You can
also have an image printed onto the panel to
freshen your work environment. The panels
have been issued the Nordic Swan Ecolabel
and they are recyclable.
The wall dimensions are W 1200 x H 1900 mm
and it is easy to move from location to
another.

tk-team.com
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OTHER PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES
We offer various accessories, such as accessory boxes, pencil shelves, magnets, markers and
cleaning detergents for both steel enamel and glass writing surfaces.
We also manufacture rail systems, which allow projector screens, map lifts and map tubes to always
be available and movable to the correct position. Different types of rails and the necessary accessories are also available. We also have the supplies for installing and operating projector screens.
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Accessories for ceramic steel and glass writing boards

Writing Board Start Kit

Pilot markers

Marker holder

Magnetic eraser

Includes a marker set (4 pcs),
a board eraser, 10 replacement surfaces,
10 board magnets and a high-quality
cleaning solution for writingboards.

High-quality Pilot markers
for steel enamel and glass
writing surfaces. Colours are
blue, red, black and green.

A handy magnetic holder
for four markers. The holder
is suitable for steel enamel
writing surfaces.

For all writing surfaces.
Equipped with a magnet.
Replacement surface kits
also available.

Neo-magnets for glass boards
Strong magnets especially designed for
glass boards. The colour is brushed
stainless steel and the diameter is 30 mm.

Stylish glass supply boxes for business environment
Glass Supply Box, large
The glass door can be matched with the
colour of the glass writingboard with Optic
White or another colour from the colour
chart. Magnetic rear wall to attach
the included magnetic pencil holder.

Supply Box, small
The front panel can be coloured in the same
tone as glass boards, Optic White or glass
colour chart colours. Aluminium frame.
Non-magnetic. Also available powdercoated frame and front panel without glass.

Steel enamel writing board magnets
Colour options include yellow, blue, red,
green, black and white. The magnets are
delivered in bags of 10.

Slide rail system
The slide rail allows the projection screens, map lifts and tubes to
be moved to the desired position on the wall. The colour of the rail
is white. The length is 6000 mm. The rail can be attached either
directly to the ceiling or to the wall or ceiling consoles.
Various supplies are available for the slide rail system, including
mount fitting, end stops, sliders or map lift.

Accessories for projection screens

Projection screen wall
console

Projection screen
ceiling console

Operator switch for
RF02 radio controller for
electric projection screen electric projection screen

tk-team.com
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MATERIALS

Enamel steel e3

Glass

The e3 CeramicSteel surface we use is hard as granite and we issue
it a lifetime warranty. The enamel steel writing board are suitable
for rooms where durability, usability and hygiene are especially important. The surface of the whiteboard is dry-wipeable and easy to
clean. It is also anti-bacterial, which allows it to be used in hospitals, for example. 99% of the materials of the surface are recyclable, which has led to the Cradle-to-Cradle Bronze certificate being
issued for the steel enamel surface.

Our glass is sourced from Europe. The colour enamelled to the surface of the glass, which ensures the colour adheres to the surface
and that the glass board can be securely mounted to the wall. Our
glass boards are always tempered, CE-marked European safety
glass and their edges have been rounded to improve safety. The
ability to lock the mounting of the glass board into place ensures
the product can be safely used in public sites, as demonstrated by
the BS 6262-4 marking issued in accordance with the UK standard.

Ecophon

Bulletin Board

Our Ecophon acoustic panels are made using Ecophon acoustic
materials and TK-Team’s unique trimming. Images can be printed on
the Ecophon surface. Ecophon panels have been issued the Nordic
Swan and they are fully recyclable. The product holds the following certificates: M1 indoor air rating, The Indoor Climate Label, and
Astma och Allergi Förbundet.

The Bulletin Board is made of renewable materials. The mixture of
fermented linseed oil, resin, cork and pigments gives the product
its distinctive flexibility and resilience. Due to these properties, the
product is highly sustainable and ecological. The durable material
does not crumble or deteriorate like traditional materials, such as
cork or porous fibreboard. The product has anti-bacterial properties and does not collect dust, making it easy to keep clean. These
properties make it a practical option for classrooms. Due to its antibacterial characteristics, the product is also suitable for healthcare
applications.

100% Max Cotton fabric
The standard fabric for notice and acoustic boards is the highquality, 100 % Max Cotton fabric. It has been woven using only the
best natural materials and designed especially for boards and upholstering furniture. The notice board made of the fabric holds an
M1 indoor air certificate and the fabric can been approved in the fire
safety test conducted in accordance with EU standards. 25 colour
options of the Max Cotton fabric are available.

Fibreboard
The fibreboard we use is E1-certified.
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Linen
Our linen boards has M1 indoor air rating certified.

Hush acoustic panels
Hush acoustic panels use a sound insulation panel with M1-certification. The panel is upholstered with high-quality Max Cotton fabric,
which has been approved in a fire safety test conducted in accordance with EU standards. Upon special request, it is also possible for
the customer to specify their own fabric.

Colours

tk-team.com
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TK-Team Oy Ab is a Finnish company established in 1972. Since then, it has operated
as an industry pioneer and expert in acoustic and visual presentation solutions.
We operate in over 20 countries through our subsidiaries and distributors, in addition to our
own company. Since 1998, we have had a factory in Estonia. We established our subsidiary
in Great Britain, TK-Team Ltd, in 2007. We currently employ 45 people.

TK-TEAM GROUP
TAULUKESKUS TK-TEAM OY AB
Maorlantie 3
24800 Halikko
FINLAND
+358 (0)2 737 200
sales@tk-team.com

TK-TEAM BALTIC AS
Pauastvere küla
Põltsamaa vald
48017 Jõgevamaa
ESTONIA
+372 (0)77 66 721
baltic@tk-team.com

TK-TEAM LTD
5 Weller Drive
Hogwood Industrial Estate
Finchampstead
Berkshire
RG40 4QZ
UNITED KINGDOM
+44 (0)118 973 4827 | info@tk-team.com

www.tk-team.fi

www.tk-team.com

www.tk-team.com

